CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE

Quality Assurance

Executive Summary

Measure, monitor
and improve
performance
with SenseCX
Independent quality assurance
using a contemporary
consultative service approach.

SenseCX – Best practice, independent, Consultative Service
.

Customer centric organisations collect experience data from a
variety of internal and external sources.
Quality Assurance Framework
SenseCX provides an overall quality assurance framework for assessing
customer experience using a range of methods and applications:

•
•
•

Internal Quality Management
External Quality Assessment
Mystery Shopping

Delivers results
SenseCX’s quality assurance protocols measure what is important to your
customers and have been shown to:
 drive down cost to service
 drive up employee engagement
 improve customer experience.
Tailored to suit your specific needs
CSBA can tailor the program structure, portal access and services to suit
your budget and current level of CX maturity.
Support and training
Ongoing support, tailored training and coaching programs help you
maximise the value SenseCX provides. Together they drive a culture of
continual improvement.

CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE

Quality Assurance

.

“

If we have data,
let’s look at data.

“

If all we have are opinions,
let’s go with mine.
Jim Barksdale

EXPERIENCE MEASUREMENT

The cornerstone
of customer
centric
organisations

.

CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE MEASUREMENT
External Experience data
Customer feedback and research
Stakeholder feedback and research

Independent QA assessments
Customer journey mapping

Internal Experience data

Effective CX measurement
frameworks collect data from
external and internal sources –
across all customer touchpoints.

Employee feedback and research
Quality monitoring and assurance
Operational and financial data
Leadership and culture research

Phone

Email

Chat|Social

Face to face

SenseCX provides a robust framework for:
External Independent QA assessments (EQA)
External Mystery Shopping assessments
Internal Quality Monitoring and assurance (IQM)
Across all customer touchpoints

QUALITY ASSURANCE

It’s like your
‘canary in the
coal mine’
Quality Assurance allows you to
discover service gaps before
customers report them to you.

SenseCX quality assurance applications
Internal
Quality Monitoring | Internal Experience data
.
WHAT Internal Quality monitoring and assessment of customer interactions using the
SenseCX consultative service methodology.
HOW

Face to face interactions, calls, emails and chats are assessed by your internal
assessors against the SenseCX framework, your own internal compliance
measures or a combination of both.

WHY

Formalise coaching and feedback mechanisms, find service gaps before
customers tell you about them, overcome the challenge of compiling, storing,
visualising and sharing QA data.

Mystery Shopping | External Experience data
WHAT

Independent, objective assessment of replicated customer interactions

HOW

CSBA assessors contact your service centre posing as real customers with real
questions and needs and assess agent performance.

WHY

Independent, objective, comparative, defendable data to corroborate or
correct internal reporting results and provide specific, actionable areas
for improvement based on contemporary CX expectations.

External Quality Assurance | External Experience data
WHAT

Analysis and assessment of real customer interactions (call recordings or
email/chat transcripts)

HOW

Recordings or email/chat transcripts are assessed by CSBA assessors

WHY

Independent, objective, comparative, defendable data to corroborate or correct
internal reporting results and provide specific, actionable areas for improvement
based on contemporary CX expectations.

SenseCX METHODOLOGY

Consistently
measures CX
across channels
A best practice, consultative
service approach underpins the
SenseCX methodology and allows
you to consistently measure CX
across all customer touch points.

Measure the things that matter – to your customers
Each customer interaction is characterised by five key aspects:

Introduce >

Email

Chat|Social

Face to face

Resolve >

Close >

Engage

SenseCX assesses these key aspects of an interaction against up to 30 unique
criteria to measure overall:

SUCCESS

+

The degree to which the customer is able to accomplish their
goals – Customers want to get what they came for and move on.
They need to be understood and provided with a no-fuss
resolution.

EASE

The effort the customer has to expend to accomplish their
goals – The interaction must be easy. The agent should actively
guide the customer through a clear process towards resolution.

SENTIMENT

How the experience and interaction makes the customer feel –
Your customers want to be treated as an individual, not just
another transaction in the agent’s day.

+
=

Phone

Clarify >

The overall impact and effectiveness of the interaction – Evenly
weighted to reflect the balanced importance of solving the
problem, making it easy and being humane

SenseCX REPORTING PORTAL

Measure, track and
assess performance
more effectively
Updated in real time, the SenseCX
Portal gives you easy to understand,
customisable dashboard reports.
.

One portal. All the answers.
With all assessments stored in your
secure, easy to use SenseCX Portal you
have all the information you need at
your fingertips. Dashboard reports tell
you exactly:

VIEW

IDENTIFY

your team's overall
performance against
the key SenseCX
measures of Success,
Ease and Sentiment.

exactly where the
opportunity to improve
lies and identify specific
behaviours that need
adjusting.

ACTION

new behaviors,
initiatives, measures
and business process
improvements based
on meaningful insights.

FILTER

LISTEN

EXPORT

data and analyse
performance of agents,
channels (face to face,
phone, email, chat) and
social and enquiry types.

to call recordings to
truly understand the
overall customer
experience.

raw data, statistics,
reports and
dashboards, quickly
and easily.

WHAT you are doing well
HOW you are performing overall
WHERE and how you can improve
How you COMPARE

SenseCX REPORTING PORTAL

Identify areas
for improvement
and celebrate
successes
Service Excellence Reports
allow you to share overall and
individual performance with
your team.

Track performance through the SenseCX Portal
.

SECTOR BENCHMARKING

Track performance through the SenseCX Portal

See how your CX
performance
compares

.

Contextualise your performance
and see how your organisation
compares to others in your
sector and other sectors.
Compare your performance
• Within your own sector
• Against other sectors
• Across channels
• Over time
• By SenseCX Index (Ease, Sentiment,
Success)
• By individual SenseCX measure

[client]
[client]

SenseCX

The Quality
Assurance advantages
A best practice, consultative service approach
underpins the SenseCX methodology and has
been shown to:

 drive down cost to service
 drive up employee engagement
 improve customer experience.

.

INDEPENDENT

COMPARABLE

Objective, third party assessment allows you to
measure performance and corroborate or correct
internal reporting.

Sector benchmarking data allows you to compare
individual agent or team performance – within your
sector and across others.

MULTI-CHANNEL

IDENTIFY

Consistent measures are used to assess
performance across all channels – face to face,
phone, email, live chat, social.

Specific quality gaps or service shortfalls quickly and
easily and spend more time coaching and developing
staff.

ACTIONABLE

ACCESSIBLE

Specific feedback, based on contemporary CX
expectations is easily implemented by your team.

The SenseCX portal provides easy access to your
performance data and can be customised to provide
relevant information to specific teams.

SenseCX QUALITY ASSURANCE

Your Options

.

“

For a service organisation,
quality control of employee
attitude and performance
is the equivalent of product
control for a manufacturer.

“

GM Hostage | Marriot Hotels

‘Without a systematic way to start
and keep data clean, bad data will happen’

OPTION 1

Donato Diorio

Internal Quality Monitoring
A simple, cost effective portal to manage your internal
quality assurance of actual customer interactions.

Internal Quality Monitoring

1

DESIGN
Design your program to manage
your data according to your team’s
structure, KPI’s, standards and
requirements.

2

ASSESS
Measure against the SenseCX
framework, against your own
internal compliance measures or
a combination of both.
Use the system to manage
compliance to your own quality
assurance quotas.
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3

REVIEW
View the results of each assessment
in the SenseCX portal to drive your
agent coaching and feedback
program.
Call recordings and interaction
transcripts can be linked to the
assessment in the SenseCX Portal.

‘We’re operating in a competitive environment.
Being able to see how we compare to our
competitors is really powerful’

OPTION 2

Jane Corkhill
Manager Customer Services | Actew AGL

External Quality Assurance
Independent and objective quality assessment
of actual customer interactions.

External Quality Assurance

1
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SUPPLY
Send call recordings, emails and
chat transcripts to our assessment
team for objective and consistent
quality assurance of your
customer interactions.

2

ASSESS
Each aspect of the interaction
(Introduce, Clarify, Resolve, Close,
Engage) is assessed live against
up to 30 unique criteria, to
measure overall Success Ease
and Sentiment.

3

REVIEW
View the results of each assessment
in the SenseCX portal to drive your
agent coaching and feedback
program.
Call recordings and interaction
transcripts can be linked to the
assessment in the SenseCX Portal.

‘SenseCX is much more than an assessment tool
– it provides us with a framework for delivering
best in class customer experiences’

OPTION 3

Tim Franey
Service Manager | City of Paramatta

Mystery Shopping
Independent and objective assessment
of replicated customer interactions.

Mystery Shopping

1
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INTERACT
Using a series of sector-relevant
scenarios our assessors will
contact your organisation posing
as real life customers, with real life
questions.

2

ASSESS
Each aspect of the interaction
(Introduce, Clarify, Resolve, Close,
Engage) is assessed live against
up to 30 unique criteria, to
measure overall Success Ease
and Sentiment.

3

REVIEW
View the results of each assessment
in the SenseCX portal to drive your
agent coaching and feedback
program.
Call recordings and interaction
transcripts can be linked to the
assessment in the SenseCX Portal.

Implementation process
Internal Quality Monitoring

External Quality Assurance

Mystery Shopping

Design scale and scope of program
????
Number of assessments, timelines, channels, data security requirements
Internal Quality Management
Data security requirements
Storage of personal information

File transfer process
Share recordings/transcripts

Enquiry scenarios
Designed to replicate real interactions

Online portal users workshop

We will help to familiarise your team with the results portal

Quality assessments commence
Internal Assessments

CSBA external, independent assessments

View results in the online portal

Dashboard for snapshot and trends; exportable reports to share with your team

Support agent feedback by viewing individual assessments in the online portal
View assessment results while reviewing recordings and transcripts

Internal Benchmarking

SenseCX Cross-Sector and Internal Benchmarking

Improved customer experience
15

‘Motivation is higher, there’s a
healthy personal competition.
Agents are more aware of how
they’re really performng’’.

Support and training

Sara Tavora | Manager, Contact Service Centre
Western Sydney University

EVERY STEP OF THE WAY
Ongoing support and custom training
ensures successful implementation
. Design
Stakeholder
kick-off
meeting

Measure and Calibrate

Project
setup

Assessment
commences

Portal
Induction
Training

Experienced CSBA training consultants can
conduct workshops with Agents and/or Team
Leaders to assist with SenseCX implementation
and help you harness the value it provides.
Tailored to your organisation’s unique needs
these sessions:

Calibration
workshop for
your team

•
•
•
•
•
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Review and improve
First
month
review

Portal
Users
Workshop

Quarterly
review

Ongoing
support

SenseCX
licence
renewal

Provide your team with an understanding of what is changing and what it
means for frontline staff.
Give you the ability to identify ‘quick wins’ and ‘coachable wins.’

Use recordings of actual customer interactions and practical demonstration
of current application, mediocre and best practice examples, all related back
to the workplace.
Use interactive role-play activities to allow participants to ‘try-out
techniques’, ask questions and coach behaviours.
Include options for further training workshops and calibration sessions to
improve staff onboarding, address service failures and ‘recalibrate’.

High calibre

Paul van Veenendaal | Managing Director
30+ years managing businesses and 15+ years advising organisations on
achieving customer service excellence.

Quality Assurance team
CSBA’s experienced team of
quality assurance specialists
will work closely with you to
ensure the success of SenseCX.

Narelle Warburton | General Manager – QA and Training Portfolio
15+ years experience in customer service industry, training, survey
management, and quality measurement.

Ann Gedye| Client Services Manager
15+ years in customer research advising clients on creating value based
on customer research insights.
Kiri Thom | Client Services Manager – Learning and Development
15+ years experience working with Australian contact centres in
telecommunications, banking, education, marketing, utilities and nongovernment organisations.

Vivian Hoang | Manager QA Team Operations
5+ years experience in fieldwork management, market research and
quality measurement.
Tash Mizzi| Client Services Manager
10+ years in the customer service industry, focusing on customer
experience, continuous improvement, quality assurance and employee
engagement.
Janine Mitchell| Training Consultant
20+ years experience in customer service industry and
15+ years as a senior manager, coach and trainer.
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SenseCX at work

.

TRANSFORMING CUSTOMER EXPERIENCES

“

Every contact we have a
customer influences whether
or not they come back.

“

We have to be great every
time or we’ll lose them.
Kevin Stirtz | CX Author

‘SenseCX has been instrumental
in allowing us to lift our game
and continually improve our
customer’s experiences’.

Transforming CX

Doug Lucas
Program Manager, Customer Strategy | Hunter Water

ACROSS ALL SECTORS
More than 50 Australian companies
use SenseCX to drive a culture of
constant improvement in their
service teams.
It’s been shown to:
 drive down cost to service
 drive up employee engagement
 improve customer experience.
See how some of our clients are
embracing the methodology and
robust quality assurance principles.
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‘We’re operating in a competitive environment.

Being able to see how we compare to our

competitors is really powerful’

Jane Corkhill| Manager Customer Services

A trusted CX partner

How we use SenseCX

How it’s working for us

‘CSBA has been performing Mystery Shopping

We have an ongoing Mystery Shopping
program in place, with 44 calls per month.

Since implementing SenseCX 12 months
ago, we’ve seen continual improvement –
month on month.

for us for many, many years. While a lot has
changed and evolved since we started
working together, CSBA has always, and
continues to, deliver great value.

We started using SenseCX in October 2017.
The fact that it focuses on the actual customer
experience, rather than out-dated metrics like
speed to answer, is really refreshing.
However, it did take a little while for us all to
get our heads around the new metrics and
using the three pillars effectively. That said, it
has been well worthwhile – our customers are
getting a better experience and better
outcomes.

Our Team Leaders check the SenseCX
dashboard daily to see how we are
performing. And then we talk about our
results with the team. Together, we listen to
the calls, both good and bad, and use them
to help us to continually do better.

While it was a big shift for us initially,
everyone in the department has embraced
the SenseCX methodology. We now use the
SenseCX theory and pillars of Success, Ease
and Sentiment to inform our approach to all
customer contact, both internal and
external.

It helps every single one of us to really focus
on providing our customers with the best
possible experience. And we can see that it’s
working. We’re getting lots of positive
feedback in our post call Customer
Satisfaction surveys.

It is a central part of our staff induction,
training and ongoing development. And, it
allows us to identify and celebrate individual
agent’s successes and provide targeted
training and coaching where and when it is
needed. It is working really well for us’.

Series 1

‘SenseCX provides us with an
end-to-end CX solution – from
the approach, to training and
coaching and quality assurance.
Our ongoing improvement
speaks for itself’.

80%

58%

62%

Q2 2018
Q1 2018

Q4 2017

66%

69%
Q3 2018

Q4 2018

72%
Q1 2019

75%
Q2 2019

77%
Q3 2019

74%

74%

Q4 2019

Q1 2020

‘SenseCX has proved to be far more than just

a QA tool. It has been instrumental in
allowing us to improve our CX’

Doug Lucas| Program Manager Customer Strategy

Why we chose SenseCX

How it’s working for us

How we use SenseCX

‘Before moving to SenseCX all of our Quality

‘SenseCX has proved to be far more valuable

We were relying on post-call Customer
Satisfaction surveys, and we knew that our
Call Takers were selective about who they
sent them to. Responses were starting to
drop off and we were surveying a smaller and
more ‘select’ group of customers.

It has been instrumental in allowing us to lift
our game and continually improve our
customers’ experiences.

‘The SenseCX Portal is what makes SenseCX
so powerful. It’s user-friendly and makes it
easy to get the data and information we
need to improve.

Assurance was performed internally.

We wanted to be able to monitor Call Taker
performance in a more systematic, scientific
and reliable way. The methodology that
underpins SenseCX and the ability to be able
to actually measure Success, Ease and
Sentiment really struck a chord with us’.

‘In just 6 months we went from
being in the middle of the pack
in our industry, to the top 10%
– It is a real success story!’
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to us than just a QA tool.

To begin with, our teams were a little unsure
about it – they were scoring lower than they
had previously. But, because the reports point
to simple and specific things each individual
can do to improve, they quickly saw the value
and we’ve seen consistent improvements.

Through it, we are able to identify simple and
specific changes we can make that deliver
big improvements. We do this at both a
team level and at an individual Call Taker
level and use it for our training and coaching.

SenseCX really has been a game changer for
Hunter Water. We have a scientific basis for
measuring and assessing customer
In just 6 months we went from being in the
experience. It has given us the confidence
middle of the pack in our industry to the top
and evidence to promote the effectiveness
10% – It is a real success story!’
of our team up the chain – because we have
Series 1
the data to back it up’.

73%
66%
60%
Q2 2018

Q3 2018

Q4 2018

70%
Q1 2019

77%

78%

78%

77%

Q2 2019

Q3 2019

Q4 2019

Q1 2020

‘SenseCX is helping us improve our soft skills
and driving a culture of continual
improvement’
Sara Tavora| Manager, Contact Service Centre

Why we chose SenseCX

How it’s working for us

How we use SenseCX

‘At WSU our focus is on delivering a good
experience. Letting the customer know we’re
there for them and that we care.

The real time reporting gives us tangible and
specific things to focus on.

We’ve always believed that internal QA is
important, but that external QA is essential.
We have an ongoing program in place with
CSBA and each month they perform:

Unlike other Quality Assurance tools that are
really just about ticking boxes, SenseCX gave
us the ability to assess our agent’s soft skills
and personal interactions.

We check it constantly, and it is a source of
motivation for our team. It’s driving a culture
of continual improvement and some healthy
competition in the team.

It’s taken our QA to whole new level and
we’ve seen constant improvement since
implementing it.

It holds every single one of us accountable,
because the assessments are external and
unbiased. It’s no longer about ticking off
boxes. Our agents have to put in the effort.

We can see that calls go more smoothly and
that our customers are feeling cared about.
Our agents get compliments from customers,
saying how good they are.

Being able to see how we compare to our
competitors and other sectors, really does
keep everyone on their toes and stop us
from becoming complacent.

20 telephone assessments

20 email assessments
10 live chat assessments
These ongoing assessments are central to
our training and coaching program and allow
us to hone in on the specific skill sets
required for each channel.’
Series 1

‘Motivation is higher, there’s
healthy personal competition.
Agents are more aware of where
they’re sitting and how they’re
really performing’.

75%
68%

58%

60%

2017

Q1 2018

Q2 2018

Q3 2018

75%
Q4 2018

78%
Q1 2019

78%
Q2 2019

82%

83%

Q3 2019

Q4 2019

87%
Q1 2020

‘SenseCX is much more than an assessment tool
– it provides us with a framework for delivering
best in class customer experiences’
Tim Franey | Service Manager | Customer Contact Centre

Why we chose SenseCX
‘In this day and age, customers are looking to

have a good experience when they make
contact. While they don’t want to be on hold
forever, they care more about how we service
them, than how quickly we answer the phone.

For this reason, we’ve always prioritised
assessing the overall customer experience –
over and above the basic metrics.
Having worked with CSBA for over a decade,
we were really excited to implement SenseCX
when it was launched.
Not only does it offer a world class platform
for assessing customer experience, the holistic
methodology that underpins it can be taught
and embedded in our approach and
operations.

External Quality Assurance
At the City of Parramatta, we use SenseCX as
an external and independent assessment of
our customer experience.
Each month we provide a completely random
selection of call recordings to CSBA for
assessment.
These are real life customers, asking real life
questions, which allows us to get a true
understanding of how we’re performing.

The Dashboard reporting makes it easy to
drill down into the results. It tells us what
we’re doing well. But more importantly, it
also tells us where and how we need to
improve. We then use this insight as the
basis of our team coaching and
development.

Training and coaching
The beauty of SenseCX is that it is more than
just an assessment tool. It provides us with a
framework for delivering ‘best in class’
experiences.

When we introduced it, CSBA provided
training for every member of our team.
Through two interactive, half day workshops,
they taught us about the fundamentals of
Success, Ease and Sentiment and how to
achieve them.
This foundation education, along with the
ongoing support and detailed assessments,
has allowed us to completely embrace the
approach.
We live and breath it, and have decorated
our space with posters and pointers that
reinforce the key factors, so that it is always
top of mind. It’s been a big shift in our
approach and thinking, the hard work is
paying off – we are seeing really positive
outcomes as a result’.

FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO
PUT SenseCX TO WORK FOR YOUR BUSINESS

CONTACT:
Narelle Warburton
General Manager – QA and Training Portfolio
03 9605 4950 | narelle.warburton@csba.com.au

www.csba.com.au

info@csba.com.au

+61 3 9605 4900

/csba

